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Effects of Axial Temperature Gradient on Momentum and
Heat Transfer with Oscillating Pressure and Flow

Eun 800 Jeong*
(Received August 20. 1994)

Effects of axial temperature gradient on heat transfer, momentum transfer and energy conver

sion mechanisms within a closed cylinder-piston apparatus are analyzed. Assuming that the gas

density change is small, the first-order and steady second-order solutions of continuity, momen

tum and energy equations are obtained. The solutions show that there exists a steady circulating

flow and the magnitude of the steady axial velocity increases as the axial temperature gradient
increases. There exists not only an oscillating component of heat flux between the gas and the

wall, but also a steady component whose direction depends on axial temperature gradient. It is

shown that heat is pumped from the wall near the piston to the wall near closed-end for negative
axial temperature gradient. Heat transfer relation for both oscillating pressure and oscillating

flow conditions is proposed.

KE~Y Words: Oscillating Pressure, Oscillating Flow, Heat Transfer, Secondary Flow, Axial
Temperature Gradient, Surface Heat Pumping, Hysteresis Loss
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Nomenclature -----------

ao : Speed of sound-=.jyRT

Cp : Specific heat for constant pressure

H : Half the distance between the parallel
plates (Fig. I)

: Imaginary unit=;=T

k : Thermal conductivity

L : Mean distance between the closed end and
the piston (Fig. I)

Ma : Mach number= ws/.j yRTm
Nuc : Complex Nusselt number
p : Pressure

Pr : Prandtl number= v/ a
qs : Steady heat flux from the gas to the wall
R : Gas constant

ffi : Real part of a complex variable or number
s : Amplitude of piston motion

T : Temperature

TbU!k : Bulk temperature of gas
: Time

• Department of Mechanical Engineering, Hong-Ik
University,
72-1 Sangsudong, Mapo-ku, Seoul, 121-791,
Korea

u : Velocity component parallel to the wall

v : Velocity component perpendicular to the
wall

x, y : Cartesian coordinates (Fig. I)

a : Thermal diffusivity= k/ pCp
/3 : Parameter defined in Eq. (24)
y : Specific heat ratio

r :Parameter defined in Eq. (40)

7] : Dimensionless distance from the wall
defined in Eq. (29)

ti r : Parameter defined in Eq. (25)
ti, : Parameter defined in Eq. (26)

J1 : Shear viscosity

v : Kinematic viscosity= J1/ p

P : Density
r : Period of a cycle

w : Angular frequency, Vorticity

Subscripts

o :Zeroth-order value or variable, mean
variable

I : First-order value or variable
2 : Second-order value or variable

: Imaginary part of a complex number or

variable

m : Mean value defined at Tm
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r : Real part of a complex number or variable

s : Steady component of the second-order solu-
tion

w : Value at the wall

1. Introduction

The working spaces of many energy conversion
systems such as Stirling machines, internal com
bustion engines, cryocoolers and gas springs

operate under conditions of oscillating pressure

and/or oscillating flow. The heat transfer as

sociated with these conditions has a strong effect

on the system's performance(Tew, 1987), and the

heat transfer rate at the wall cannot be predicted

by the heat transfer correlations developed for
steady pressure and steady flow(Pfriem, 1943;
Annand and Pinfold, 1980; Lee, 1983; Faulkner
and Smith, 1983; Kornhauser and Smith, 1988a
and 1988b; Jeong and Smith, 1992a and 1992b).
Moreover, the working gases of pulse tube refrig

erators and thermoacoustic engines/refrigerators,
which operate under conditions of oscillating

pressure and oscillating flow, are in contact with

cylinder wall with non-zero axial temperature
gradient. Due to the phase difference between

pressure and temperature caused by heat transfer
between the gas and the wall, each element of the
gas undergoes a thermodynamic cycle as it oscil

lates within the working space. There exists a
critical axial temperature gradient which is the

boundary between heat pump and prime mover

functions of thermoacoustic engines(Swift, 1988).
Gifford and Longsworth( 1963) devised a pulse

tube refrigerator and experimentally showed cool
ing from the colder wall near oscillating piston

and heating of the hotter wall near closed end.
They named this phenomenon 'surface heat
pumping' effect and qualitatively explained its

mechanism(Gifford and Longsworth, 1966).
Previous theoretical investigations( Lee, 1983;

Merkli and Thomann, 1975; Jeong and Smith,

1992a and 1992b) considered heat transfer and
related phenomena under oscillating pressure

and/or oscillating flow with zero axial wall tem
perature gradient. Pfriem(l943) and Lee(l983)
proposed one-dimensional heat conduction

models for engine heat transfer and closed reci

procating engine heat transfer, respectively. Con
vection and density variation were assumed to be

negligible. pfriem first proposed the use of a

complex heat transfer coefficient for oscillating

pressure conditions. Lee's model predicted heat
transfer and hysteresis loss fairly well for small

density variation( Kornhauser and Smith, 1988a
and 1988b). Jeong and Smith(l992a) analyzed

momentum and heat transfers in a closed-volume

cylinder-piston apparatus and showed that there

exists a steady circulating flow due to the density
gradient in the direction normal to the wall and

the interaction of inertia and viscosity. Their

results successfully explained unanswered ques
tions, raised from previous experiments, such as
suppression of correlation breakdown regions by

fins and Mach number effect on hysteresis loss
and complex Nusselt number(Faulkner and
Smith, 1983 and 1984; Kornhauser and Smith,
1988a and 1988b). Jeong and Smith( 1992b) also
proposed an analytic model which has no limita

tion on the density variation of the gas. The
predictions of this model were in good agreement

with experiments and showed that the compres

sion ratio is an important independent parameter.
Merkli and Thomann(1975) observed slight cool

ing around the pressure node and heating around
the pressure antinode of resonance tube, and

presented an analytic theory for this effect. They
also observed steady secondary weak vortices al
ong the tube wall, which seem to confirm the exis

tence of large scale circulation. Recently, Lee et
al. (1993) observed large scale streaming for both
basic pulse tube and orifice pulse tube refrigerator

configuratIons.
In this paper, momentum and heat transfers in

a closed-volume cylinder-piston apparatus with

non-zero axial temperature gradient are analyzed.
Continuity, momentum and energy equations as
well as equation of state for the working gas in a

cylinder-piston apparatus are solved. In addition
to the first-order solution which is periodic in
time, the steady component of the second-order

solution is obtained. Based on these solutions
effects of axial wall temperature gradient on heat

and momentum transfer and other related phe-
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nomena are discussed.

2. Analysis

Our attention will be restricted to the gas

betwel~n the parallel plates with one end closed

and the other end equipped by a piston as shown
in Fig. I. The plates have constant axial tempera

ture gradient in the x-direction dTm/ dx. The gas
is compressed and expanded by sinusoidal motion
of tht: piston. Although most of the working

spaces of actual reciprocating machines have a

shape of circular cylinder, parallel plates were
chosen here to simplify the analysis. The funda

mental results for parallel plates are likely to be
similar to those for circular cylinders when the

important phenomena take place in a relatively

thin boundary layer.
The main assumption of the analysis is that the

heat conduction and the velocity gradient in the
x-direction are negligible compared to those in

the y-direction. The choice of parallel plates
instead of circular cylinder and the assumption of

negligible heat conduction and velocity gradient
in the x-direction are appropriate for most reci

procating machines such as Stirling engines and

pulse tube refrigerators since momentum and
thermal boundary layer thicknesses are far thin

ner than cylinder diameter. We also assume that

the temperatures of the plates do not vary with

(6)

y=o:
u=O, v=O,
T= Tw(x)= Tm+(dTm/d:dx

y=H:

J..J:£=o aT =0 u=0
3y '3y ,

x=O:
u=O

x=L+ssin{wt) :
u = wscos( wi)

The boundary conditions for the system configu

ration in Fig. I are given as follows:

time since the heat capacities of the cylinder wall

for reciprocating machines are far larger than that
of the gas. Under additional assumptions of
laminar flow, perfect gas, constant physical prop

erties and negligible body force, which are appro

priate for pulse tube refrigerators and ther

moacoustic engines/refrigerators, especially, the
conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy

as well as the equation of state can be written as

follows (in two-dimensional Cartesian coordi

nates) :

I--- - - - - - - - - -
~

y
x

L+s sin{ro t)

J:
N

L-. ... x

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a cylinder-piston appa
ratus and wall temperature profile

The governing Eqs. (I) - (5) are integrated by
the method of successive approximations

(Schlichting, 1979, p. 410; Merkli and Thomann,
1975; Jeong, 1991) with the assumption of small
amplitude of piston motion, i. e., s/ L«:.. I. This
assumption is appropriate for pulse tube refrigera
tors and thermoacoustic engines/refrigerators
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where stroke of the piston is far shorter than the
length of the machines. In this method all un

knowns are expressed as a sum of zeroth-order

term plus higher-order terms:

A product of two first-order terms is assumed

to be a second-order term, while a product of a
zeroth-order term with a first-order or a second

order term still remains a first-order or a second

order term.
Substituting the expressions of Eq. (7) into Eqs.

(1)-(5) and keeping only the first-order terms,

P=Po+ PI+ P2+ ...
U=0+UI+U2+'"
v=O+ VI + V2+'"
T=To+TI+T2+ .. ·

P=PO+PI+P2+'" (7)

with further assumptions of (dTm/dx)L/Tm<f:1
and that the zeroth-order temperature To is in

dependent of y and is the same as that of the
plate, we can obtain the following first-order

equations.

Keeping only the second-order terms, second

order equations are obtained as follows.

The boundary conditions of the first-order Eqs.

(8) to (12) are UI=VI= TI=O at y=O, iJuI/iJy=
iJTI/iJy=vI=O at y=H, UI=O at x=O and UI=

wscos( wt) at x = L. Since the boundary condi
tion at x = L cannot be satisfied exactly, the
boundary condition at the piston surface is satis
fied in cross-sectional average sense(Merkli and

Thomann, 1975; Jeong, 1991).

l H

UI(X=L. y)dy=wsHcos(wt) (18)

Since the first-order solution is purely periodic in

time, the unknowns can be expressed as UI = iiI
(x, y)e'W', VI= VI(X, y)e'W', T I= TI(x, y)e'W',
PI= Pl(X, y)e'W', PI= fh(x, y)e'w'. After sub
stituting these expressions into Eqs. (8) to (12) we

can get ii lo flo PI from Eqs. (9), (II) and (12) in

terms of PI' vI and PI can be obtained from Eqs.
(8) and (18). The solution of the first-order equa

tions is given as follows. Only the real parts of the
complex quantities have physical meaning.

( t) = ~i~ dpl {I cosh[(l + i) (3( I- y / H)] }
UI x, y, pmW dx cosh[(I + i)(3]

( t) = iH d2PI[_1+ I. {tanh[(1+ z')(3] sinh[(I+i)(3(I:-y/H)]}]
VI x, y, pmW dx2 H (I + z)(3 cosh[(I + z)(3]

iwH [y (y-I) { . rn::
+ YpmRTm PI - H (I+i)(3.[Pi tanh[(I+z)(3vPr]

sinh[(I + i)(3.[Pi(l- y/H)]}]
cosh[( I + i) (3.[Pi]

(19)
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+~H dTm dPl[_--1'~+ Pr I { h[(1 )]
PmwTm dx dx H Pr~1 (l+i)P' tan +i 13
sinh[( 1+ i)P'( 1-Y/H)l}

cosh[ (I + i);S']

~_I__-._I--{tanh[( 1+ i)P'';Pr~]- sinh[(1 + i)P'.[Pi(1 ~Y/ fl)l}] (20)
Pr - I (I + 1) 13 fl5r cosh[(I + i) 13 fl5r]

T1(x, y, O=_L{ I cosh[( I ±il/1.fl5r(l-Y/H)] }
pmCp cosh[( I + i)P'fl5r]

_~~~!!ITII dPI {I ~_F'L. cosh[( 1+ i)~l:-y/HJl
pmW dr dt Pr-I cosh[TI +i~

+.__1__ cosh[ ( I + 1")$..[15-;( 1-Y / !.Ol} (21)
Pr - I cosh[( I +. i) 13 fl5r]

PI (x, y, 0=_Jl.l....,_{ 1+ (1- 1) <:()§llLL1+ i2JifFi( 1-Y/H)l}
IR7 m cosh[(l + z)P'!Pr]

+ _1__ dTm dPL{ I_J-,,-cosh[( 1+ i)P'(L=- y/HJl
w2 Tm cit dx Pr-I cosh[(I+i)SJ

+_L_ cosh[( 1+ i)fiLrr(l-Y/H)l} (22)
Pr - I cosh[(I + z) 13 fl5r]

Pl(X, 0 = i1j)fli'!!0.. e ArlL-X)

(AiCOs;l~Tn~tsin~;\iX) Tf=-tanh[(I + :) ;S']/[(I + i) P'lTeiwt (23)

where

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

Gas motion between the parallel plates induced
by harmonic oscillation of a flat piston is well
described by this solution as long as the frequency

is below the resonant frequency and the boundary
layer thickness is small compared with the width

between the plates, 2H( i. e., 13 > I). In the pulse
tube of basic type pulse tube refrigerators and in

the stack of thermoacoustic engines/refrigerators
momentum and thermal boundary layer thicknes
ses are comparable with the cylinder radius( i. e.,

13-1). For other reciprocating machines the

boundary layer thicknesses are far thinner than

cylinder radius(i. e., P'::?> I). The first-order solu
tion is purely oscillatory in time. Thus, heat flux

obtained from the first-order solution cannot
explain the surface heat pumping etTect(GitTord

and Longsworth, 1963 and 1966) and how the net

work done by the piston on the gas is removed
from the gas to the wall as heat for the gas to
maintain cyclic steady state(Jeong, 1991; Jeong

and Smith, 1992a). Since only terms of second
order and higher-order in the energy equation
contribute to a time-independent heat flux, we

have to obtain the second-order solutions. The
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solution of the second-order equations consists of
unsteady terms with frequency 2w and steady

terms, i. e., time-independent terms. Since we are

interested in the time-averaged behavior, only the

steady component of the second-order solution is

obtained. We also restrict our attention to the
case of thin boundary layer. For !j':P I the first

order solution, AT and A, are simplified as follows.

(19')

where

Ul = wseAT(L-X) s~n~'Lx {coswt - e-qcos(wt -77)}
SInlli

_ WsHAi Ar(L-X)
VI- j'J.(3 e

COSA,X :~~~:tJsinA'x {( 1+~ )( 1- ~ )COs( wt ~ :)~ e ,qCOS( wt -77 - :)

- I~ 1 e-li'rqcos(wt -,(Pi 77 _Ji)}
!Pi 4

+ wsH (dTm/dx) eAr(L-X)_~!nA0'_{(I__ I .)(I-.!L)cos(wt-Ji)
j'J.(Pr-l)(3 Tm sinAL /Pr (3 4

-e,qcos(wt-77- :)+ ;ke-JPr'qcoS(wt-,(Pi77-f)} (20')

T-~( -I)T 11 Ar(L-x)Cosl1 ix+(l1r/l1i)sinAix{, t- -JPrq . ( t-,(Pi )}
1 - 1 mS ie sinA,L SIllW e Sin w r 77

dTm Ar(L-x) sinAix {. t Pr -q' (t )
------;J;Cse sinAL SInW - Pr _ resin w - 77

+__I_e-li'rqsin(wt -,(Pi77)} (21')
Pr- I

- ' Ar(L-x) COSAiX +(Ar/AJsinAix { . t ( I) -.fPr q • ( t ,(Pi)}PI-pmSIl,e sinAL -SInW ~ 1- e Sin w - r77

+ (dTm/ dx) Ar(L-x) sinAix {. t Pr -q' (t )
pm Tm se. sinAL SInW - Pr-=Ie Sill w ~ r;

+-_l-e-li'rqsin(wt -,(Pi77)} (22')
Pr-l

P -- RT II Ar(L-X)COSA,X+(Ar/Ai)sinl1ix, t (23')
1- rPm mS ,e sinl1iL --'--SInW

1 ::::0 _ (dTm/ dx)
Ilr- 2 Tm

X::::oj~-( dTm/dx)2
,- IRTm 2Tm

77=(3..L= y
H /2l/o/W

Substituting Eqs. (19') - (23') into the time
averaged second-order momentum and energy
equations obtained from Eqs. (14) and (16) and
integrating twice with respect to y, the steady

components of x-direction velocity and tempera
ture are given as follows. Boundary conditions Ts

=0 at y=O, oTs/oy=O at y=H, us=O at y=O,

(25')

(26')

(29)

ous/Oy =0 at y = H, and the time-averaged mass
balance across any cross-section, which can be
obtained from Eq. (13) are used.

l H

[poUs+ < PIUI > ]dy=O (30)

Here Us is the steady component of U2 and angu
lar bracket « » denotes time averaging.
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+~e-2~J +~ws2-eUdL-X) sinA,x(A.Lco.sA.x + ArLsinAix) [( 1+ (y-I)/Pi){ -I + 3-.!L
2 2 L sm2A.L I+Pr /3

- Hiy}+(I+ g) 1+{1+(1+ g) 1}e-~sinl7+(I+ /is!: )(I--?L;I )e-~cosl7

- Yir
l
e-ffr~sin/Pi 17 (1 + p~//Pi e-ll+ffrJ~{ /Pisin(1- /Pi) 17 +cos(1-/Pi)I7)]

+_lcos s (dTm/ d:d eUdL-XJ( s.inAix )2[ Pr
2
+ Pr/Pi+2/Pi-2 {1_3-.!L+2(-.!L)2}

2 L Tm/ L slnA.L 2/Pi(1 + /Pi)(1 + Pr) /3 2 /3

+ 1 Pr -2~ ( 2Pr - 1 1 ) _~ .
/3(1+/Pi)/Pi 2(Pr--1)e - Pr-I (l+/Pi)/Pi/3 e Sin/}

+ 1 (I _ 17 + I) -~ + 1 --IPr ~. r
(1+/Pi)ffr /3 e COSI7 TPr-I)Pr e sm"rrl7

1 e-II+,IpT)~{sin(1-/Pi)I7-JPrcos(1-/Pi)I7}] (31)
(Pr2-1)/Pi

T - T P ( _1)(2-)2 UrIL-XJ( A.LcosAix+ArLsinAix )2[L=i-(e-2,IpT~_I)
s- m r y L e sinA.L 4Pr

+ y+/Pi-I (1-~(I7+-~))e-,lpT~Sin!PY'I7+-21(y+ y+~ -L).
2Pr /3 IJ5r Pr"Pr /3

(1- e-,lpT~cos/Pi17) + 2(1~r)2 {- (1- Pr)e-O+-I?r}~sin(l-!PY">17

+21J5r- (e-O+,lpTJ"Cos(1- ./Prh - I)}]

+ P (2-)2L dTm 2ldL-x) sinAix(AiLcosAix + A,LsinAiX) [ Pr (e-2~-1)
r L do,; e sin2A.L 4(Pr-l)

+ y-I (1- e- 2,IpTi'I)+(1 +L=i-)(L_- 17 )+(1 +JL=-!l/Pi_).
2pr( Pr - I) /Pi 2/3 1+Pr

( JL 17
3 ..!t-) 1 ( L=i-)( _ 2- Pr + r;) -~ .- 2 +27J- 8/32 +-2(Pr -I) 1+ /Pi 1 /3 e Sll1l7

+(1 2(;~~l) 2(2ir~I)(I+ /is!: )7J)(e-~cOsl7-l)
+JL= l)(/Pi-2)-lPr{ 1-_L(17 +_I_)}e--Ipr "sin/Pi 17

2Pr(Pr-l) /3 /Pi

+ __I__{--.--L..-+J y-I)(Pr- l ) ~)(J15r.-2)-/Pi 1 }(e-IP'"cos/Pi17- 1)
2Pr Pr-I Pr ..;'Pr(Pr-l) /3

+ 1 {(y-l)(2 pr2 -Pr+ l ) IPr-(3-2y»)e- O+Il'T)"sin(I-/Pi)17
2(1 + Pr)2 (1 + Pr)/Pi

+( (y -1)(Pr
2
- Pr + 2) + 2(3 - 2y)Pr ) (1- e-O+,IpT)~cos(1-/Pi)I7)}J+TmPr( y_I).

I+Pr Pr-I

Ma2e2Ar(L-X)( s~nAiX )2rl..+~e-2" - e-"cosl7 __1_(1- e-,lpT"cos/Pi 17)
smA.L L 4 4 2Pr

+__I_--{2/Pre- 11+-I?r)"sin( 1-!Pi:)17 +( 1- Pr)(e-ll+ffi)"cos(I-IPr)17 -l)}]2(1 +Pr)2

+ P ( s )2 L dTm UrIL-XJ sinAix( -ArLsinAiX+AiLcoSAiX) [_JL+.!L_--.7.L
r T --dx e sin2A.L 4 4/3 16/32

1 (-2~ I) . 2Pr-3 ( -" I) 1 (-,lpT" rp:: _I)+8 e - + 2(Pr -1) e cos 17 - + 2Pr(Pr _I) e cos" r-r /}

+ 1 {2/pre-O+,IpT)"sin(1- fPr)17 +(1- Pr)·
2(Pr-I)(1 + Pr)2

( -O+,lpTJ" (1_ rp::) _1)}J+~(.5...)2(dTm/dr)2 UrIL-XJ(sinAixV.
e cos" r-r 17 Pr -I L T m/ e e sinAiL I
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(32)

3. Results and Discussion

(l/s=30. Pr=0.7, y= 1.4, Ma=O.OI, x/l=
0.5)

Fig. 2 First-order axial velocity profiles for (dTml
dx)/(Tmil) =0

the wall and the flow direction in the boundary
layer is opposite to that of the core flow during

parts of a cycle. At high values of (3«(3=30)

boundary layer becomes narrower and the veloc
ity profile of the core becomes flat. The velocity

takes the maximum value near the wall and the
phase shift between the velocity gradient at the

wall and the mean velocity becomes apparent. As
can be seen from Eq. (24) the physical meaning of

(3 is the ratio of cylinder radius to momentum
boundary layer thickness. Since the boundary

layer thickness decreases as the piston frequency

increases, (3 increases as the piston frequency
increases if other parameters remain constant. At

low values of (3 the velocity profiles show the
steady state channel flow profile since the piston

frequency is low, but at high values of (3 they

show very different behavior from that of the

steady state channel flow.
In Fig. 3 the velocity profiles in the direction

normal to the wall are shown. Like the axial
velocity profiles, the point of maximum velocity

approaches the wall and the velocity gradient is

concentrated near the wall as (3 increases. Also
the flow direction in the boundary layer is oppo
site to that of the core flow during parts of a cycle
for large (3. The maximum velocity amplitude

decreases with (3.

The first-order temperature profiles for several

values of (3 are shown in Fig. 4. For low values

of (3((3=0.3) the temperature fluctuation is very
small. For (3=3 the phase shift between the tem
perature gradient at the wall and wall-bulk fluid

(cJ(b)

-0.6

-OB ~~---'--'------'

0.002 0.40.6 O.B 1.0
y/H

OB~---,---~--.

06

04

0.2

]00
~~.2

(a)

_061~1",;;O~':j"I'-J3501

-O.B L...:lC=~-'---'

000.2 0.4 0.6 O.B 10
y/H

3.1 First-order velocity and temperature
profiles

For most reciprocating machines the working

fluids are air, inert gases such as helium and

mixtures of inert gases. So Pr =0.7 and y= 1.4

were chosen here to show the behavior of work

ing fluids. The range of Ma and s/L for most

reciprocating machines are 0.001 < Ma< I and 0

<s/L< I. Ma4: I except thermoacoustic engines/
refrigerators and s/L4: I for pulse tube refrigera
tors and thermoacoustic engines/refrigerators.

The first-order axial velocity profile variation

during a cycle for several values of (3 is shown in
Fig. 2. At low values of (3 the velocity profiles are

parabolic as in the steady state channel flow. For

(3 of order J«(3 = 3) boundary layer develops near
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.0.02 U===:J
0.0020.40.60.8 '0

y/H

(b) (e)

1'=1.4, Ma=O.OI, x/l=

00'",.. ,.... c..

.0.02 '-----'--'-_---L....J
0002 0.406 0.810

y/H

(a)

(l/s=30, Pr=0.7,
0.5, 8=30)

Fig. 5 First-order temperature profiles for several
(dTm/dx)/(Tmil)

in y-

-0.2 -0 .04L-l--'-----'----L....J
0.0 0.2 04 06 08 10 0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0810

y/H y/H

(b) (el

1'= lA, Ma=O.OI, x/l=

Fig. 4 First-order temperature profiles for (dTm/
dx)/(Tm/l)=O

oo~:ton Tt >- T

-,,",," ~~
x x

(a) (b) (e)

Fig. 6 Temperature variation of gas parcels

T

3.2 Steady second-order axial velocity
The steady component of the second-order

axial velocity profiles at x = L/2 are shown in
Fig. 7 for several values of ;3 when dTm/ dx =0.
For large ;3(e. g., ;3 = 30, 100) the gas in the core
region flows from the closed end to the piston and

the gas in the near-wall region flows from the
piston to the cylinder head, which is consistent
with the large scale streaming observation made
by Lee et al.(l993). As ;3 increases, the peak

velocity near the wall increases, and the location
of the peak velocity moves closer to the wall. For

the temperature of a gas parcel after compression
for positive axial temperature gradient is higher

than that for zero axial temperature gradient and
the temperature of a gas parcel after expansion is

lower than that for zero axial temperature gradi
ent. So when axial temperature gradient is posi

tive, the temperature fluctuation at a location

becomes larger as the magnitude of axial tempera
ture gradient increases. But when axial tempera
ture gradient is negative, the temperature fluctua

tion at a location becomes smaller as the magni

tude of axial temperature gradient increases as

shown in Fig. 6(c).

, .
.--,-

..,y.,r>

~'ko l
0 ~-

1

1..:11"'*70°

001 001 !~~~~
t:: E ~ 0 .,. 1l)1~1edo

1-'- t- ~IU"'OD

-0.01 -0,01 \'~~~~:",~·... ~:c45,.
0.00 -0.02 -0.02 ''.jt=gq'
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temperature difference begins to appear. At

higher values of ;3(;3=30) thermal boundary
layer becomes narrower and the temperature of

the core becomes uniform.
Effect of axial temperature gradient on the

first-order temperature profiles for ;3=30 is
shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the amplitude
of the temperature fluctuation increases as axial

temperature gradient increases. As can be seen
from Fig. I gas parcels are compressed and
expanded as they oscillate within the working

space by piston motion. The temperature of a gas
parcel rises by compression as it moves to the left,

and lowers by expansion as it moves to the right
as shown in Fig. 6. When axial temperature
gradient is positive, the temperature of a gas
pared before compression is higher than that for

zero axial temperature gradient and the tempera
ture of a gas parcel before expansion is lower than
that for zero axial temperature gradient. Hence,
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(3 = 10 another flow reversal occurs near the wall.

In the near-wall region and the center region,
fluid flows from the closed end to the piston

direction. In the intermediate region the fluid

flows from the piston to the closed end. The

parabolic shape of Us for /3=3 shows the same
characteristics of leading terms of Us for the case

of (3~ I and Pr < I in a long tube(Thomann,
1976). The velocity profile for /3=10 appears to
be a transitional velocity profile from the para

bolic shape for small /3 to the flow reversal
velocity profiles for large /3. The mass flow
through any cross section by the steady flow,

pOUs, is compensated by the net mass flow by the

oscillating part of the flow, < PI UI >, so that
time-averaged mass flow through any cross sec
tion is zero.(see Eq. (30»

Fig. 8 shows that the magnitude of Us for fixed

/3 increases as dTm/ dx increases. Steady vorticity
generation equation can be derived from Navier
Stokes equation as follows(Jeong, 1991).

"2-~1[ OWl "v ws---;; <PI~> +< V PI

aVI "
x~>+<pov

x( Vte\7 Vt» ] (33)

The first term on the right-hand side represents
the steady vorticity genera/IOn due to density

variation and unsteady rotational first-order
velocity. The second term represents steady vor
ticity generation by the density gradient and

unsteady first order velocity, and the third term

represents the vorticity generation of incompress

ible viscous flow. The generation of steady

rotational flow in fluids and gases traversed by

sound waves is a well-established experimental
fact(Westervelt, 1953). Theoretical studies of

Rayleigh(l945) and Schlichting(l979) showed the
existence of the streaming phenomena due to the

interaction between inertia and viscosity neglect

ing heat conduction, and Jeong and Smith(l992a)

showed that there exists a secondary flow due to

all three mechanisms listed above for zero axial
temperature gradient of the wall. Although they

are not shown in this paper, the magnitudes of
first-order velocities UI and VI increase slightly as

axial temperature gradient increases. But the

effects of axial temperature gradient on first-order
velocities are not as large as that on the first-order

temperature T I as shown in Fig. 5. As dTm/ dx
increases the amplitude of density fluctuation and
the density gradient in thermal boundary layer

increase since the amplitude of the first-order
temperature fluctuation increases as shown in
Fig. 5. Hence, the magnitudes of the first and

second terms on the right hand side of Eq. (33)

increase as dTm/ dx increases, which results in the
increase of the magnitude of Us'

3.3 Steady second-order temperature
In Fig. 9 steady second-order temperature pro

files at x = L/2 are shown for several values of /3

assuming dTm/ dx =0. Ts in Fig. 9 has the same
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shape as those In Fig. 3 of Jeong and

Smithl1992a) but the magnitudes are slightly

different since the terms of order of 1//3, which
are neglected in Eq. (32) of Jeong and Smith, are

included in Eq. (32). The positive temperature
gradient at the wall indicates that net heat is

alway:; transferred from the gas to the wall. This

shows how the net work done by the piston on the

gas is removed from the gas to the wall as heat for

the gas to maintain a cyclic steady state when

dTm/dx =0. Fig. 9 also shows that the mean
temperature of the gas is higher than the wall

temperature when dTm/ dx=O. For ;3=3 the

temperature profile has a parabolic shape and has

no peak point. But the temperature profiles for S
= 10, 30 and 100 have peaks near the wall.

Associated with the oscillating first-order velocity

component normal to the wall, net energy is

transfl~rred in the direction normal to the wall by

mechanical energy flux due to the phase shift

between PI and VI' The time-average of PI VI acts
like a heat source in time-averaged energy balance

and is responsible for the existence of the peak

points. The peak points clearly show that energy
is transferred in the direction normal to the wall

not only by heat conduction but also by mechani

cal energy flux.
Effect of axial temperature gradient on the

steady second-order temperature is shown in Fig.

10. When dTm/ dx is positive, the mean tempera
ture of the gas is lower than the wall temperature.

When dTm/ d>;; is negative, the mean temperature

of the gas is higher than the wall temperature. As

the magnitude of dTm/ dx increases, the tempera
ture difference between the gas and the wall
increases. These phenomena can be understood

by examining the time-averaged second-order

energy equation.

As shown in Fig. 7 and 8 the gas outside bound

ary layer flows from the closed end to the piston

for large S. When dTm/ d>: =0 the second-order
steady flow Us does not contribute to the steady

second-order temperature. When dTm/ dx >0 the
fluid particles outside the boundary layer move
steadily from the colder closed end side to the

hotter piston side. Hence, the mean temperature

of the gas is lowered as dTm/ dx increases as

shown in Fig. 10. But, when dTm/ dx <0 the fluid
particles outside the boundary layer move steadily
from the hotter closed end side to the colder

piston side. Hence, the mean temperature of the

gas gets hotter as the magnitude of dTm/ d>:
increases.

3.4 Hysteresis loss and heat pumping
Hysteresis loss, which is defined as the net work
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done by the piston on the gas during a cycle, is

calculated from the cyclic integral of the piston
pressure and volume change. Since the volume

variation of the system is purely sinusoidal, only

the first harmonic component of the pressure is
responsible for hysteresis loss. From Eq. (23) the

nondimensional hysteresis loss is given as :

(Loss )nd

I (' . dV----:;:.0 PJ(X=L+SSlllwt)----;]tdt

Po Vol r

= -ffi[ ilfY S2 ;1,cos(;1;L) +;1rsin(;1,L) I ]
D(3) L sin(;1,L) {I-tanh[(l + i)$]/(I + i)S}

(35)

where ffi denotes the real part of a complex
number.

In Fig. II predictions of nondimensional
hysteresis loss are shown for several axial temper

ature gradients. Hysteresis loss is low for small

and large values of $, but significant for interme

diate values of $. Small $ and large $ correspond
to isothermal and adiabatic processes, respective

ly. The relation between hysteresis loss and $

when dTml dx = 0 was already shown by
Lee(l983), Kornhauser and Smith(l988a) and

Jeong and Smith(l992a). Positive hysteresis loss
means that net work is done by the piston on the

gas. The work is dissipated as heat mainly by heat

conduction and transferred into the wall as shown

in Fig. 9. Hysteresis loss for dTml dx =0.3 shows
same trend as that of dTml dx=O, but the magni

tude is larger than that of dTml dx = O. When

dTml dx is negative(dTmldx= -0.3) hysteresis
loss is still positive, but the magnitude is smaller

than that of dTml dx =0.
To understand the mechanism of surface heat

pumping the heat transfer from the gas to the wall

during a cycle is calculated from the time
averaged second-order energy Eq. (34). Inte

grating Eq. (34) from y=O to y=H gives

k aTs I - a l H
f.L l H

a
2
Ul f.L l H

(aUl)2--c":\- Y~O--a' <UITl>dy+-C <ul~>dY+-C < ~ >dypo p uy X 0 po p 0 UY Po p 0 uy

I dT l H
dT J:H+--dm <plU,>dY+-dm Usdy

Po x 0 x 0
(36)

The second and third terms on the right hand side
of Eq. (36) disappear when integrated by part due

to the boundary conditions Ul =0 at y=O and

aUllay=O at y=H. The fourth and fifth terms
on the right hand side of the equation also dis

appear due to the fact that time-averaged mass
flow across any cross-section is zero(see Eq. (30».

Finally, we can get

where

(37)

(38)

qs represents the steady heat flux from the gas to
the wall, and the term on the right hand side of
Eq. (37) can be interpreted as 'thermal streaming'
(Rott, 1974). Steady heat flux from the gas to the
wall is obtained by substituting the expressions of

u, and T l in Eqs. (19) and (21) into Eq. (37) and
numerically integrating Eq. (37).

Fig. 12 shows qs along the wall for $=2. When

dTml dx is zero or positive heat is transferred
from the gas to the wall in cyclic-average sense. qs
is almost constant along the wall when dTml dx =
0, but qs increases as x increases when dTml dx =
0.3. When dTml dx= -0.3, qs is negative in the

100010010
P
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Fig. 11 Nondimensional hysteresis loss
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Fig. 12 Cyclic-averaged heat flux to the wall

region near piston and positive in the region near
closed end. In other words, the wall near piston

gives net heat to the gas and the wall near closed
end receives net heat from the gas. Thus, heat is

pumpe.d from the colder wall near piston to the

hotter wall near closed end. This phenomenon is
called as 'surface heat pumping' and is the operat

ing mt:chanism of pulse-tube refrigerator(Gifford

and Longsworth, 1963 and 1966). When dTmldx

0010

~
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:2. 0.000
c::r
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= -0.3 the gas in the cylinder-piston apparatus in
Fig. I gives more heat to the wall than it receives

from the wall is cyclic-average sense. The differ
ence between the heat received from the wall and

that given to the wall in balanced by the net work

done by the piston. So, the gas in Fig. 1 receives

net work from the piston and transfers net heat

from the colder region of the wall to the hotter
region of the wall.

3.5 Complex NusseIt number for oscillating
pressure and flow

Complex Nusselt number was introduced to

take into account the phase shift between the heat
flux at the wall and the wall-bulk gas temperature

difference for conditions of oscillating
pressure( Lee, 1983), incompressible oscillating

flow (Gedeon, 1986), and oscillating pressure and
flow( Kornhauser and Smith, 1989).

From Eg. (21) the expressions of heat flux at

the wall and bulk temperature of the gas can be
obtained. Using these expressions we can get the
following relation.

Nuc

where

H qw
k (Tw - TbU1k)

=(1 + i)j3.(Pi

tanh[ (I + i) 13JPr] - I;{ -i-~tanh[ (I + i) 13]-~tanh[ (I + i) 13 jPr]}

1- tanh[(l + i)j3.(Pi] 1;{1 __E2.:_j:anh[(l-~i)j31+ __1 ~. taI~l!lli.!:- i)l3nD}
(1+ i) j3.(Pi Pr - I (I + z) 13 Pr - I (I + z) j3.(Pi

(39)

Cp dTm (dPII dx)
w2 dx PI

Cp dTm I (dpJ/ dx) I '¢

w2 dx IPI I e
(40)

Here ~P denotes the phase angle between PI and
dpII dc. IPI I and I dPII dx Idenote the amplitudes
of the fluctuations of pressure and axial pressure

gradient, respectively. Examination of Egs. (19)

and (21) shows that I; is the ratio of the tempera

ture variation of the gas due to oscillating flow
and axial temperature gradient to that caused by

oscillating pressure. Complex Nusselt number
developed for oscillating pressure and oscillating
plug tliow(Kornhauser, 1989) is the same as that

of oscillating pressure(Lee, 1983). But Eg. (39)
shows that complex Nusselt number for oscillat

ing pressure and flow condition is different from

that of oscillating pressure condition if we take

into account of viscosity effect. It 1;=0, the
expression of Eg. (39) is identical to that of

Lee( 1983) and Kornhauser( 1989).

Fig. 13 shows the real and imaginary parts of

complex Nusselt number for several values of 1;.
For small 13 the real part of Nuc is almost con
stant and the imaginary part is very small, but for
large 13 the real and imaginary parts for same S
are nearly same. This shows that when 13 is small
the heat flux at the wall is in phase with the

wall-to-gas temperature difference as in steady
state heat transfer since small 13 means low piston
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